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Airlines and Airlines Codes. The logo
was designed by Ron Miller (St.Q: What

is an ideal location for a biometric
lock? I want to install biometric locks
on my front door. Currently my back
door has a deadbolt, a key-controlled

access, and a burglar alarm. I am
specifically trying to avoid placing the
lock-monitoring gadget at the deadbolt
location. I would appreciate any links
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to articles or other information about
where to place the lock-monitoring
device. A: You can certainly place

biometric locks in lots of places other
than the lock box in the door, including

where the inside handle used to be.
The advantage of any particular

location is the convenience, not the
security. The location doesn't

necessarily have to be in a garage or
basement either, as I've installed the
same sensors in the main part of the
house that front, side, and back doors
face. I have a nice hardware location
for home security needs in my large

enclosure near my front door. It
monitors a number of things, including

the interior handle, but I wouldn't
bother putting something else in the
keylockbox as this sensor will cover

both my deadbolt and my keylockbox,
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and won't allow anyone to get in the
house without triggering the alarm. I

don't imagine that is exactly what you
want (with the door alarm that is?) A:
Placing it there is totally fine, as long

as you are aware of the risks: You may
want to make sure that any false
positives are not attributed to the
deadlock mechanism, or any other

locking mechanism in the house. The
risk analysis should include the
following. If you have another

deadlock, the security chain of events
may look like this: Knock on door

(biometric false positive) Unable to
enter (detailed failure) Set alarm (after
~5 min) If you put the Biometric sensor
at the door handle instead of the door

lock, then you should have an
additional 2 possible paths of failure,
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